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A METHOD OF ANALYZING PUMP TEST DATA FROM FRACTURED AQUIFERS

Methode en vue d'evaluer les essais de pompage dans des conduits d'eau fissures
Eine Methode zur Auswertung von Pumpversuchen in klLiftigen WasserJeitern
GRINGARTEN, A. C.• WITHERSPOON, P. A., University of California, Berkeley

In the field of groundwater hydrology, the traditional method of analy&inl the non-steady behavior of a
confined aquifar during a puaping teat relies on the Theis solution for radial flow in hOMoseneous. iaotropic
and infinite systeD.
By an appropriate graphical matching of field daca with the type curve baaed on the
Theia solution, it is poa.ible to deteraine both the paraeability and the storage coefficient for the aquifer.
The computed results are affected by departures from the idealized conditions a.sumed by theiS.
When fraetures
intersected by the pumping well, the non-steady bebavior of the
differs in
significant ways from that predicted by the Theis solution, and a different approach is
Analytical
.olutions for flow to a well that iDtersects a sin,le fracture. either horizontal or vertical, are now available,from which type curves have been developed. With the aid of these type curvea, it is posl1bl. to di8tin,uieh between aquifers with horizolltal and vertical fracture., atld to analyze the system as an "equiValent"
aUisotropic homogeneous porous .edium witb a sinale fracture of much higher peraeabillty. It can be shown that
use of the Theia solution in analyz1ng such systems can lead to significant errors. Field
are included to demonstrate how the nev type curves can be used to
the natura, extent and direction of the
siugle fracture in the equivalent porous mediua.
INTlODUcrION

Well eatabliahed procedure. in the field of
IroundYater hydrolo,y nov make it possible to determine the hydrauliC properties of conflned aquifers.
The analysis is usually baled on the Theis solution.
which assumes an isotropic. homogeneous aquifer of
infinite radial extant. Unfortunately, the same
method of analysia is often used when the aquifer
does not satiefy the.. idealized conditions.
This can be & teal source of difficulty if one
il dealing with naturally fractured aquifers. Field
data ere available which indicate that the
behavior of fractured systems
be significantly
.d.1U!il1::ent .iJ:oJ)
!iI"y'sC;- (Lewis
and Buray, 1964). A different solution is thus
required to
such fractured 5ysteas. This
ia especially critical if fluid level measurementS
are only taken at the pumping IUIll. Commonly. a
loS-log plot of dravdown versus pUlllping tillle yields
an initial straight line with a slope of 0.5 that,
according to the literature, has no counterpart in
any mathematical model for fractured reservoirs.
Thase early time data are ganerally not considered
for analysiS.
A new aath...lCical model is presented here,
which ahow. tbat tbe early straight line 1s due to
a fracture interaectinl tha Pumpift8 well. This
.ade! ean be used to analyze such a system in terms
of an "equivalent", anisotropic porous medium with
a 8inale fracture of .uch hilher parmeability that

intersects the PumpiOI well. In most cases, it is
possible to determine the nature of tbe fracture
system from drawdown data as measured at tbe pumping
well. For syateas with vertical fractures, the analysis a180 yielda the geometriC mean of
and 1lIinJ._ ani5otropic permeabil:ltiea. V
If
fluid levels are also measured at observation wells,
the permeebilities 1St and ICy, and the length and
direction of the fracture intersectius the veIl can
be computed. For systems with horizontal fractures,
the vertical and horizontal perDeabilitie8, as vel 1
as the radius of the fracture intersecting the pu=pint well can be obtained in some cases using only
data that have been meaaured in the pumping veIl.
PREVIOUS WOlUt

A nullber of lIIathematieal IICde18 have been proposed in the past to explain the observed flow behavior of fractured ayst.... TVo concepts have been
advanced, viz •• that of an equivalent double-porosity
5yst.., and that of an equivalent anisotropic
reservoir.
Double porosity model (Figure 1)
This \IIOdel assumes that tvo resion. of distinctly different porosity exist Within the formation:
one region, the matrix, has a high storase and low
flow capacity. while tbe other. the fracture, has a
low storage and hiah flow capacity. The primary, or
mattix, porosity is hOlllogeneoua and isotropic, and
i8 contained within an array of identical parallel-
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